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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we present a novel Steganography method for embedding of secret data in still grayscale 
image. In order to provide large capacity of the secret data while maintaining good visual quality of stego-image, the 
embedding process is performed in transform domain of Discrete Wavelet transform (DWT) by modifying of transform 
coefficients in an appropriate manner. In addition, the proposed method do not require original image for successful 
extraction of the secret information. The experimental results show that the proposed method provides good capacity 
and excellent image quality. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
  Steganography is a method of embedding the secret message into a camouflage media to ensure that unintended 
recipients will not be aware of the existence of the embedded secret data in cover media.Steganography is different 
from cryptography. Steganalysis is the science of detecting hidden information. The main objective of steganalysis is to 
check whether the condition is met or not. There are two types of steganalysis. They are visual attacks, Statistical 
attacks. These are of three types-passive attacks and active attacks and structural attacks. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

         The security of Transmission of data becomes a huge issue in information and communication 
Technology. So ,to ensure the security of data during transmission, Two major techniques are adopted. They are 
Cryptography and Steganography. In these, the input data is encrypted using encryption algorithms and embedded into 
carrier image then transmitted through a communication channel, at the receiver side, data decrypted using data 
decryption algorithms is restored with error free. A most interesting application of data embedding is providing 
different access levels to the data. For example, the amount of detail that can be seen in a given image can be 
controlled. A person with a high access level can see details that another person with a lower access level would not 
see. 

Most data-embedding algorithms can extract the hidden data from the host signal with no reference to the 
original signal. In some scenarios, an original is available to the detection algorithm. Typically, data-embedding 
algorithms that use the original signal during detection are robust to a larger assortment of distortions. The detection 
algorithm may “subtract off” the original signal from the received signal prior to data detection 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 

A wavelet is a small wave which oscillates and decays in the time domain. The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is 
a relatively recent and computationally efficient technique in computer science. Wavelet analysis is advantageous as it 
performs local analysis and multi-resolution analysis. To analyse a signal at different frequencies with different 
resolutions is called multi-resolution analysis (MRA). Wavelet analysis can be of two types: continuous and discrete. In 
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this paper, discrete wavelet transform technique has been used for  image steganography. This method transforms the 
object in wavelet domain, processes the coefficients and then performs inverse wavelet transform to represent the 
original format of the stego object. 
 

 
Figure1:  3-level wavelet decomposition 

 
            Figure2: original image & step decomposition 

Next we apply one step to all columns .This results in four types of coefficients: LL, LH,HL,HH as follows: 
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If we apply DWT on an image, it divides the image in frequency components. The low frequency components are 
approximate coefficients holding almost the original image and high frequency components are detailed coefficients 
holding additional information about the image. These detailed coefficients can be used to embed secret image.  
 

                                                                
                 Figure3: step decomposition 
 
Here we have taken an image as cover object and another small image as secret message. In embedding process, first 
we convert cover image in wavelet domain. After the conversion we manipulate high frequency component to keep 
secret image data. These secret image data further retrieved in extraction procedure to serve the purpose of 
steganography. 
 

III. EMBEDDING PROCEDURE  
 

         In this step, insertion of secret message onto cover object is carried out. Additional components rather than usual 
steganographic object used here is pseudo-random number. Pseudo-random sequences typically exhibit statistical 
randomness while being generated by an entirely deterministic causal process generator. A pseudo-random number 
generator is a program that on input a seed, generates a seemingly random sequence of numbers  
Input: An m × n carrier image and a secret message/image. 
 Output: An m × n stego-image.  
Algorithm: Steps-  
1. Read the cover image (Ic)  
2. Calculate the size of Ic  
3. Read the secret image (Im)  
4. Prepare Im as message vector  
5. Decompose the Ic by using Haar wavelet transform  
6. Generate pseudo-random number (Pn)  
7. Modify detailed coefficients like horizontal and vertical coefficients of wavelet decomposition by adding Pn when 
message bit = 0. 
 8. apply inverse DWT 
 9. Prepare stego image to display 
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                               Figure5: Block diagram of secret image embedding procedure of steganography 

 
IV. EXTRACTION PROCEDURE 
 

In this step extraction of secret message is carried out. Additionally correlation theory is being used. Correlation is the 
degree to which two or more quantities are linearly associated [6]. The correlation between two same size matrices can 
be  

 
Input: An m × n carrier image and an m × n stego-image.  
Output: a secret message/image.  
Algorithm: Steps-  
1. Read the cover image (Ic) 
 2. Read the stego image (Is)  
3. Decompose the Ic and Is by using Haar wavelet transform 
4. Generate message vector of all ones  
5. Find the correlation between the original and modified coefficients 
 6. Turn the message vector bit to 0 if the correlation value is greater than mean correlation value    
7. Prepare message vector to display secret image 
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Figure6: block diagram of extraction of secret message from stego image 

 
V. CONCLUSION 
 

A combination of Steganography and Cryptography is a powerful technique for security of Data transmission. It 
provides additional security to the data. All these existing systems contains some problems, so we need to improve the 
secure data transmission by using powerful and efficient algorithms and combination of cryptographic and 
steganographic techniques. Hence data encryption and data decryption become error free. 
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